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What is Quality by Design 
(QbD)?
• Quality by design is a well defined, systematic approach to 

product development that:

• Establishes pre-defined product parameters.

• Emphasizes decision-making based on product and 
process understanding.

• Demonstrates process control with data and sound 
science.

• Fully utilizes quality risk management systems.

• All of this plays an important role in the assurance that safe and 
effective medicines and products flow to patients and consumers 
worldwide.
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Process Control in terms of Product Development and Manufacture

REGULATORY EXPECTATIONS

Conclusion: 

Regulatory agencies expect that quality by design is utilized throughout the entire product life cycle, from development all of 
the way to the end of that products useful life.

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY



How does Quality by Design 
Apply to Endotoxin?



Can we apply QbD principals 
to the endotoxin assay?

• Product Performance:

• Method Development.

• Maximum Valid Dilution (MVD).

• Endotoxin Limit.

• Product Design:

• Test Dilution.

• Interference.

Utilize and Organized Approach

• Process Design:

• Instrumentation.

• Assay Workflow.

• Accessories.

• Process Performance:

• Investigations.

• Data Integrity.

• Statistical Control.
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What main elements should I consider?

PROCESS CONTROL STRATEGY

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
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Determining 
Specifications



Method Development:
Critical elements to consider during development

• There are a couple of important aspects to consider 
when developing you method for endotoxin testing:

• What is my required endotoxin limit based on my 

product and the patient?

• What is my required maximum valid dilution 
(MVD)?

• Consider the question, why do I need to know these 
things ahead of time?



Pre-validation planning:
Critical elements to consider during development

• Establishing an endotoxin limit and MVD before hand are 
critical because:

• Allow for a more efficient method development 
cycle.

• Enable labs to know how far they can dilute, 
what diluents may be needed to overcome 
interference.

• Also give clues to what LAL method is most suited 
for that sample and possibly what sensitivity of 
standard curve to utilize.



Critical to Quality Attributes: 
Validation Requirements



Process Development:
Critical elements to consider for product validation

• The LAL assay is a compendial method in the eyes of the 
regulators:

• The method itself does not require validation.

• Each product needs to be validated.

• Consider the question, what are the critical elements for 
a successful and efficient validation?



Validation Strategy:
Critical elements to consider for product validation

• An endotoxin product validation can be performed in 
two simple steps:

1. Sample Matrix Interference Screen:

• Conducted to identify a compatible test dilution.

• Criteria = Spike Recovery % = 50 – 200 %.

2. Product Validation:

• Performed on three (3) different lots of product 
using the most compatible test dilution.

• Criteria = Spike Recovery % = 50 – 200 %.

• All of these elements also need to account for the 
calculated endotoxin limit and MVD!



Overcoming Interference:
Most interference can be overcome with dilution

• Most sample matrices will cause interference with the 
endotoxin assay:

• Most interference can be over-come with simple 
dilution in LRW.

• In some circumstances various buffers can also be 
utilized to overcome sample matrix interference.

• Interference profile of sample should be evaluated and 
documented prior to validation.

• Interference profile should be referenced during 
creation of the validation protocol.

• All of these elements come together to control the 
methods in which we use to test samples on a routine 
basis.



Identifying Critical 
Process Parameters



Assay Workflow and Design:
Critical elements to consider

• Important factors include:

• Laboratory Setup.

• Instrumentation.

• Accessories. 

• Risk Assessment: These factors should be chosen based 
on risk to the process, product, and patient:

• Efficient processes lead to faster results.

• Also enable more consistent results; this 
increases data quality and leads to a safer 
patient.



KINETIC TURBIDIMETRIC QUANTITATIVE ASSAY
Photometric Methods

• Light scattering & absorption caused by coagulin 
gel formation - measurable as a change in optical 
density.

• Quantitative assay allowing for tracking and 
trending of data for process monitoring and 
control.

• Allows for the laboratory to detect errors and 
recover appropriately.

Turbidimetric: Kinetic or Endpoint
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KINETIC CHROMOGENIC QUANTITATIVE ASSAY
Photometric Methods

• Yellow colour development caused by LAL 
enzymes cleaving chromophore substrate -
measurable as a change in optical density.

• Quantitative assay allowing for tracking and 
trending of data for process monitoring and 
control.

• Allows for the laboratory to detect errors and 
recover appropriately.

Chromogenic: Kinetic or Endpoint

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY17
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What best supports my products?

RAPID BET: CARTRIDGE TECHNOLOGY

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY



Accessories are Important:
Critical elements to consider

• Important factors include:

• Use glass whenever possible (tips and tubes).

• If plastic is used try to stick with Polystyrene.

• Ensure your consumables are suitable for 
endotoxin testing. 

• All of these considerations reduce the risk for retests and 
future assay problems – this leads to the most robust LAL 
assay.



Process Mapping:
Physically walking the process is important!

• Creating a process map can aid laboratories in 
determining how the process should flow.

• If a process already exists; create two process maps:

• Current state.

• Future state.

• Compare and contrast to identify procedural gaps 
and inefficiencies.

• A process map can be “neat and tidy” and computer 
generated or it can be “messy and rough” with sticky 
notes on a whiteboard.



Process Efficiency:
Utilize an organized approach to design the testing 
process

• LEAN principals can help organize an efficient process:

• Spaghetti Mapping.

• Reduce waste; including wasted movements.

• 5S the workspace and laboratory.

• FIFO/Kanban systems.

• Efficient processes:

• Increase the quality of our data.

• Lead to fast results.

• Reduce the risk for human error.



Critical to Quality Process 
Performance Elements 



Process Control:
How do we control our processes?

• We control our processes utilizing our well established 
quality management systems:

• Training.

• Documents and SOP’s.

• Investigations.

• Change Controls.

• Process Monitoring. 

• Corrective and Preventative Action (CAPA).



Investigations:
What are the key elements of every good 
investigation?

• A well organized, easy to follow, coherent story about 
the problem and its solution.

• Drive to the true root cause of the problem using data 
along with sounds scientific theory to support 
conclusions and findings.

• Fixing the true root cause; reduces the risk for that 
particular problem to re-occur in the future.
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Six Sigma Principals Provide a Roadmap

INVESTIGATION STRATEGIES

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

We can organize investigations using a Six Sigma principal called 
DMAIC all of the way through the investigation lifecycle:

• DMAIC: An acronym that stands for; Define, Measure, Analyze, 
Improve, and Control.

• Provides an organized way to tell a story; to define the problem; 
to brainstorm and drive to root cause using data and facts.

• The methodology is very well defined and has been utilized for 
this purpose in many industries including the pharmaceutical 
industry.

• Auditors have seen this used!!

DMAIC

Determine the 
improvement and 

implement.

Improve

Visually inspect 
baseline 

endotoxin data 
and look for 

trends.

Measure

Brainstorm and 
drive to root cause 
with data or facts.

Analyze

Define the 
problem and 

identify the scope.

Define

Track the 
process to 

confirm 
improvements.

Control
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What are your inputs and outputs to a specific process?

SIPOC DIAGRAM

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
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Often called cause and effect diagrams

WHAT IS A FISHBONE DIAGRAM?

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Fishbone Diagrams: provide problem solving teams with a visual way of brainstorming potential root causes.  By performing 
this function visually, this leads to a structured brainstorming session, with little scope creep.
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But why?

ASK 5 WHYS

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Ask yourself why until you can’t ask why any longer: you have found the true root cause!  This is what your team should 
focus on correcting in the next phase.
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One of the most proven methods

ANALYZE DATA VISUALLY

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY



Data Integrity:
How can we control and mitigate our risk?

• The critical factors involved with data integrity are:

1. Software / Electronic – Poses a compliance risk 
and challenges for many organizations.

2. Risk for Human Error – Often overlooked by 
many organizations that do not understand the 
risk.



Software/Electronic Data Integrity:
How can we control and mitigate our risk?

• Raw Data Storage:

• Data stored in a network drive with limited user 
access.

• Data can be restored in the case of a disaster.

• Data cannot be deleted.

• Audit Trails:

• Review cycle.

• What to look for when reviewing.

• Data Analysis:

• Review of routine data before batch release.

• Tracking and trending of data for process 
improvement and variation.



DATA INTEGRITY AND HUMAN ERROR:

ERROR PREVENTION

Ability to use signals or devices to 
avoid error

DETECT AND RECOVER

Ability to find errors and get back 
to original state/minimize impact 

of error

DUPLICATION

Repeating the same task or effort 
in order to identify or avoid error

ERROR PROOF

Eliminating the possibility of 
making an error, its designed so 

human error is impossible

Least Effective Most Effective

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Duplication: Check both mirrors and then 
physically turn your head to check blind spot

Detect and Recover: Blind spot monitoring 
alerts driver to make a course correction

Error Prevention: Blind spot monitoring alerts 
tied to lane departure assist.

Error Proof: Fully autonomous vehicles.
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Applied to a real world scenario
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Subjective processes mean that there is a high risk for human error

SUBJECTIVE PROCESSES

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Subjective methods, that rely on subjective reads to obtain results; lead to errors, which 
create data integrity compliance gaps.
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What subjective processes can you identify?

PROCESSES THAT RELY ON HUMAN JUDGEMENT

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Human recorded observations are prevalent forms of data recording and reporting in many pharmaceutical 
microbiology laboratories.  Many examples of this include but are not limited to:

• Gram Stain Assay: A staining 
method from the late 1800’s 
to distinguish and classify 
bacteria as G+/G-. Requires 
live cultures, good laboratory 
technique and subjective 
interpretation of color.

• Traditional Bioburden Assay: counting 
colonies on plates and recording results 
is highly subjective and requires 
duplication of efforts for verification or 
results. 

• “4 eye” principle being used now.

• Gel-Clot Endotoxin Assay: Gel-
clot results are compiled by an 
analyst searching for a clot in a 
tube; this method is highly 
subjective and also requires 
duplication of efforts for 
verification or results.



DATA INTEGRITY

ERROR PREVENTION

Ability to use signals or devices to 
avoid error

DETECT AND RECOVER

Ability to find errors and get back 
to original state/minimize impact 

of error

Least Effective

DUPLICATION

Repeating the same task or effort 
in order to identify or avoid error

ERROR PROOF

Eliminating the possibility of 
making an error, its designed so 

human error is impossible

Most Effective

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

• Duplication: Gel-clot assay that relies on the analyst observations (subjective readings) to determine endotoxin 
contamination.

• Error Proof: Nexus fully robotic endotoxin testing systems removes the analyst factor, eliminating the risk for human errors 
to occur.
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Applied to the Endotoxin Assay



Statistical Process Control:
Let’s go a step further

• Investigations are good ways to critically analyze a 
process for too much variation and make improvements.

• Timely process monitoring and periodic verification are 
good ways to assess process variability and make 
improvements.

• The common thread here is: utilizing data to critically 
analyze and make continuous improvements to our 
endotoxin processes.



QUESTIONS? 

CONTACT INFORMATION

Email: matthew.paquette@crl.com

Phone: +1 978-821-4939


